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Briefly
Bitcolojix

Bitcolojix is an open blockchain protocol and development toolkit for Web 
3.0 applications and decentralized solutions aimed at improving the securi-
ty, reliability and speed of IT systems. Developed as an inclusive solution so 
that all the stakeholders of this world can produce and offer the necessary 
tools and use them in the decentralized blockchain world where the needs 
and solutions of the individual come to the fore, Bitcolojix ensures the mass 
adoption of the blockchain.

It aims to be a global ecosystem platform that allows anyone to launch or 
trade any form of asset and control it in a decentralized manner using smart 
contracts and other cutting-edge technologies.
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Blockchain
Executive Summary

Blockchain, or blockchain, is an ever-growing list of records, called blocks, that are linked and secured 
using cryptography. Blockchain (blockchain) is a system of recording information and a digital ledger of 
transactions that are reproduced and distributed over the entire network of computer systems on the 
blockchain, making it difficult or impossible to modify the system, deception by unauthorized access. If 
one wants to break a blockchain system in the chain block structure in the computer system, one has to 
replace every block in the chain in all distributed versions of the chain. This explains the impossibility of 
changing blockchain information record systems. Each block on the chain contains a series of transac-
tions, and each time a new transaction occurs on the blockchain, a record of that transaction is added 
to each participant's ledger. The decentralized database managed by multiple participants is also 
known as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). To speed up transactions, a set of rules belonging to 
the smart contract are stored in the blockchain and automated (Artificial Intelligence; ''AI'') flow takes 
place. A smart contract can define rules for the transfer of corporate transactions, include conditions for 
a payable system, and more.
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Executive Summary

Bitcolojix was created as an ecosystem platform.
Brief description of the functioning of the ecosystem:

• BTCIX Network (BTCIX Chain) Blockchain Network at its Center

Fast and Safe : On average, a block is generated every 5 seconds on the BTCIX Chain. This ensures that 
transactions are carried out quickly.

Scalable : The fact that the block size is designed to be 90 million GAS significantly increases the number of 
transactions received by each block.

Developed : It can be integrated with decentralized applications developed or to be developed.

Interoperability and Multi-Chain Support: Built with Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), Btcix Chain pro-
vides interoperability with all EVM compatible chains, especially Ethereum. A project developed in any EVM 
compatible network can easily run on Btcix Chain and supports multi-chain structure with Btcix Chain eco-
system.

Low Cost Transaction Fees: Fast and scalable feature has cost of transaction fees
Compared to the transfer transactions fees, which are

An Ecosystem
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Executive Summary
An Ecosystem
• Network Digital Asset BTCIX Coin

It is a means of paying transaction fees on Btcix Network.

It is a necessary digital asset for any project and application to be created thanks to the open-to-development 
feature of Btcix Chain.

• Centralized Exchange (CEX) Btcix.io

It is an intermediary platform that brings together buyers and sellers in the digital asset market.

It includes an authentication requirement known as KYC.

It was established to grow the ecosystem.

It supports the project owners as the first step of the centralized exchange listing processes of the projects de-
veloped on the Btcix Chain.

Since it is a digital asset, it can be used as an investment and exchange tool. 
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• Decentralized Exchange (DEX) Shuttle Swap

It is the platform where liquid pools will be created that will enable projects that will be developed within the 
Btcix Network and that will expand the ecosystem platform, enter the digital asset market.

It allows buy-sell transactions only with the wallet application, without the obligation of KYC.

The first and only decentralized developed in Turkey
is the stock market.

• Bitcolojix E-Commerce Center
• Bitcolojix NFT Collector Marketplace

BtcixPay
Btcix FastTrack
Btcix Hospital Integration
Btcix Automation
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Problems

According to a study conducted by the World Economic Forum in 2021, Turkey is the 4th country in the ranking of the coun-
tries that use cryptocurrencies the most compared to the population, and the 1st country in the European ranking. This data 
shows that there is a great interest in financial instruments, which is one of the most known and preferred areas of use of 
blockchain technologies in our country. Despite the interest, our country has not made sufficient progress in the development 
and use of blockchain technologies, which have a wide range of uses, compared to countries such as China, India, USA, 
Sweden, Singapore, South Africa and the United Kingdom. Crypto users and investors in our country mostly carry out their 
transactions through foreign central and decentralized exchanges (such as Binance, Coinbase, Huobi, PancakeSwap, 
UniSwap) and blockchain networks (such as Ethereum Network, BNB Chain, Tron Network). This situation reveals that there 
is a need for an ecosystem platform that is established and globalized in our country, by creating its own blockchain network, 
serving as many financial instruments as possible such as stock market, digital assets, swap center. When we examine the 
studies that block chain is the technology of the future, its usage areas will increase gradually, and the increase rates of 
investments by corporate companies in this area, we predict that blockchain technologies will integrate into all areas of our 
lives faster than expected. Since blockchain technologies have features such as transparent, secure, fast, auditable, low cost, 
easy access to information, minimizing human errors, and permanent and unchangeable information storage, they are rapidly 
replacing existing information processing system technologies in the world and this change is needed in our country. 
Well-equipped blockchain developers are needed to enable the transition to blockchain technology in order for the informa-
tion processing systems used by the public and private sectors to catch up with the era and gain even more power globally.
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Answers

The solutions offered by our Bitcolojix project, which we have developed and will continue to develop, in order 
to eliminate the problems and deficiencies that we have addressed at the basic level:
- In today's world where technological revolutions come to life on the basis of blockchain, we have the equip-
ment, experience and competence to meet the needs of public and / or private institutions that want to 
become a global authority on blockchain technologies. Our blockchain developers and management team are 
able to design applications and systems developed in every field where these technologies can be used in line 
with the needs.
- We attach importance to and support the interest in digital assets and the investments made in our country. 
We provide this support with our ecosystem project Bitcolojix, which includes its own network, coin, exchange, 
swap center, E-Trade center and NFT marketplace.
- We provide the opportunity for project developers to create their projects with lower fees compared to known 
platforms.
- In trading and transferring digital assets, as a solution to the increasing transaction fees of known and widely 
used networks and the decreasing transaction speeds due to network densities, with much lower transaction 
fees than existing networks and the capacity to process thousands of transactions within 1-2 seconds, 3 dif-
ferent We developed the Btcix Network, which includes the algorithm*.
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Answers

- We developed Btcix Coin as the main digital asset of Btcix Network.

- As a digital asset, Btcix Coin can be used as a payment method.

- We established our exchange with unique and pioneering features, as we will explain in our advantages
section.

- Since we designed the Bitcolojix ecosystem as a constantly growing structure, we established Turkey's first 
swap center to create liquid pools for new projects to be developed within the network.
- Based on our prediction that the blockchain will become increasingly widespread in the field of e-commerce, 
we established our e-Commerce system and created a platform where we bring buyers and sellers together 
with lower transaction fees.

- We are preparing to take our place in the growing NFT (Personalized Immutable Token) market by establish-
ing our own NFT Marketplace.

- We developed blockchain technologies in line with corporate needs and offered corporate solutions.
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Blockchain-based, digital asset payment
method

Blockchain-based, automation systems

It has the feature of the first decentralized file transfer
provider, file storage - assigning owner - transferring
tool.

Blockchain-based hospitals and healthcare

organizations for CRM systems

 PayBtcix
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Market Goals

01
02

03
04

05
06
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08

to blockchain technologies
interested companies.

own blockchain technologies
integrate into systems private or
public entities that want it.

A payment instrument of Btcix
Coin can be used as commercial
businesses

from our country and abroad,
own crypto asset project
developers who want to build

Digital asset investments and
18 year olds interested in
bartering above individuals.

Digital assets to more buyers
on exchanges to deliver
project aiming to be listed
owners.

Currently in the e-commerce
sector involved or directed
planning companies.

to create an NFT or
people who are interested in trading.

in digital asset trading and
their investments in staking pools
abroad to evaluate
originating exchange and swap
centers and domestic
people who prefer the stock market.
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Why U.S?

We can list the features that distinguish the Bitcolojix 
ecosystem from other existing projects and stand as 
an advantage in this sense as follows:
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Apps

For the first time in Turkey, as a Web3.0 project, it has created its own blockchain network under the name of 
Btcix Network.
 
- It contains all three of PoA (Proof of Authority), PoW (Proof of Work) and PoS (Proof of Stake) algorithms 
(Btcix Network, which is actively used in the PoA algorithm, can be converted to PoW and PoS modes).

- In terms of being open to development; It is a platform that allows the creation of numerous projects on its 
base.

- In terms of processing speed and scalability; It carries out thousands of transactions in 1-2 seconds with 
much lower transaction fees compared to global networks such as Ethereum Network and Binance Chain, and 
hosts thousands of validators without loss of performance.

- In terms of security; It provides stronger security guarantees than conventional or longest-chain consensus 
protocols.

BtcixScan
Powered by Btcix

(Network)
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- Btcix Chain is the underlying digital asset.

- Since it is a digital asset, it can be used as a payment and investment tool.

- It is the first time in the world that transfer transactions between users are carried out via e-mail.
(Binance Exchange has recently incorporated this feature).

- Our exchange has a feature that is not found in any other exchange in the world:

TRACE MISSING, Go, Search, Find and Bring: Artificial intelligence support goes, searches, finds and brings 
to your account in just a few seconds, digital assets that are lost or jammed between networks while being 
transferred to our stock market.

Btcix Coin

Btcix .io Crypto Exchange
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(E-Commerce)

-  It is Turkey's first blockchain integrated e-commerce center.

- It is a platform that brings together buyers and sellers.

- Since it is integrated with the blockchain, trading transactions are carried out with low commission fees. This 
makes the system useful for both buyers and sellers.

- Digital assets can be used as a means of payment, as well as bank cards.

- It is the first NFT market to be established in Turkey.

Btcix.Store

Btcix NFT Marketplace
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Enterprise Solutions
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We are aware of the fact that marketing strategy and using advertising power are one of the key points in order 
to bring awareness and visibility to our project.

Our marketing and advertising strategy in general terms:
1- Social media: Today, when the use of social media in the field of advertising is much more effective, we 
create a branch of our marketing strategy by advertising on social media platforms, with or without sponsors, 
to people or channels known as influencers.
2- National media broadcasts: TV commercials and guest appearances on TV shows.
3- Being a guest on Youtube ads and Youtube channel programs.
4- Billboard ads, poster and sticker preparation.
5- Google search engine ads.
6- To be in constant communication with investors by making voice chats on our Telegram channels.
7- Organizing audio, written and video AMAs (Ask Me Anything) on platforms such as Telegram, Twitter, You-
tube and being a guest in the arrangements.
8- Agreements for sponsorships are being considered in the future.

Marketing and Advertising
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Business Administrations
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Blockchain Network (Btcix Network) Btcix FastTrack

Btcix Hospital Integration

Btcix Automation

Every part of the ecosystem
Necessary servers, modules for
and security infrastructures

Digital asset (Btcix Coin)

Centralized Exchange (Btcix.io)

24/7 active Desk System

NFT Marketplace

BtcixPay

E-Commerce Center
(Bitcolojix Store)

Decentralized Exchange
(CoinShuttle Swap)
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Project team
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RESUL YENİMAHALLE

CEO
Blockchain Developer
System Coordinator

Türkiye

ENES KAMİLÇELEBİ

Network Coordinator

Türkiye

ÖZGÜR AKTAŞ

Bitcolojix Desk
System Coordinator

Türkiye

HASAN ÇALIŞAN

İnvestor Coordinator
Swap

MUAMMER KOÇ

Accounting Coordinator

Türkiye Türkiye

ERAY GİRGİN

Türkiye

EMRE ALBAYRAK

System Coordinator
Researcher 

Türkiye

ÖZGE BİLİCİ

Exchange Coordinator

Türkiye

ÖZKAN KAMİLÇELEBİ

Graphic Designer
Visual E�ect Coordinator

KERİM TOPRAK

Türkiye

Türkiye

Coal Coordinator

İnvestor Coordinator
Swap



Bitcolojix Project Related Links
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• Bitcolojix Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/Btcix1

• Btcix.io Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/Btcixio

• Bitcolojix Official Telegram: https://t.me/bitcolojixchat

• Bitcolojix Official Global TG: https://t.me/bitcolojixglobal

• Bitcolojix Official Linkedn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bitcolojix-ecosystem/

• Bitcolojix Official Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bitcolojixtr

• Bitcolojix Official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bitcolojix

• Websitesi: https://bitcolojix.org

• Btcix Blockchain Explorer: https://btcixscan.com

• Btcix.io: https://btcix.io

• Bitcolojix Desk: https://btcixdesk.com

• Bitcolojix E-Commerce Center:  https://btcix.net

• Bitcolojix NFT Marketplace: https://nft.btcixchain.com

• Btcix FastTrack: https://storage.btcixchain.com

• Github: https://github.com/Bitcolojix

• Btcix Labs: http://bitcolojix.com

• Btcix Generator: https://btcixgen.com/tr

• Shuttle Swap: https://shuttleswap.org

• Btcix Pay: https://app.btcixpay.com

• MetaMask Add Btcix Network: http://seed.btcix.org
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